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Security 2020: Reduce Security Risks This DecadeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Identify real security risks and skip the hype


	After years of focusing on IT security, we find that hackers are as active and effective as ever. This book gives application developers, networking and security professionals, those that create standards, and CIOs a straightforward look at the reality of today’s IT...
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Flexible Shift Planning in the Service Industry: The Case of Physicians in HospitalsSpringer, 2010
The book presents new ideas to model and solve the flexible shift planning problem of personnel workers in the service industry. First, a new modeling approach is proposed that requires shifts to be generated implicitly rather than employing a predefined set of shift types like three 8-hour or two 12-hour shifts to cover varying forecast demand....
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Professional Office Business Application Development: Using Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 and VSTOWrox Press, 2008
Office Business Applications (OBAs) are a bit of a mystery to some; developers often find it difficult to see Office as a true development platform. Nevertheless, Office has evolved quite a bit in the past few years into a strong platform that offers a number of rich technologies. Combine this with the ability to leverage the Microsoft...
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Practical Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform, model, and visualize your data through hands-on projects, developed in open source tools


	Overview

	
		Explore how to analyze your data in various innovative ways and turn them into insight
	
		Learn to use the D3.js visualization tool for exploratory data analysis
	...
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Data Scientists at WorkApress, 2014

	Data Scientists at Work is a collection of interviews with sixteen of the world's most influential and innovative data scientists from across the spectrum of this hot new profession. "Data scientist is the sexiest job in the 21st century," according to the Harvard Business Review. By 2018, the United States will...
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Factor Separation in the Atmosphere: Applications and Future ProspectsCambridge University Press, 2011

	Modeling atmospheric processes in order to forecast the weather or future climate change is an extremely complex and computationally intensive undertaking. One of the main difficulties is that there are a huge number of factors that need to be taken into account, some of which are still poorly understood. The Factor Separation (FS) method is...
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Handbook of Exchange Rates (Wiley Handbooks in Financial Engineering and Econometrics)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Praise for Handbook of Exchange Rates


	“This book is remarkable. I expect it to become the anchor reference for people working in the foreign exchange field.”


	—Richard K. Lyons, Dean and Professor of Finance, Haas School of Business, University of California...
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How to Write a Business PlanNolo, 2007

	Everything you need to create a business forecast that potential investors can embrace!

	

	Thinking of starting a business or raising money to expand an existing one? This popular book will show you how to write the business plan and loan package necessary to finance your business and make it work.

	

	With...
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Practical Business Analytics Using SAS: A Hands-on GuideApress, 2015

	Practical Business Analytics Using SAS: A Hands-on Guide shows SAS users and businesspeople how to analyze data effectively in real-life business scenarios.


	The book begins with an introduction to analytics, analytical tools, and SAS programming. The authors—both SAS, statistics, analytics, and big data...
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Fatal Exit: The Automotive Black Box DebateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A compelling argument for automotive technologies that speak for the victim, tell the truth, and could save millions of lives
Fatal Exit: The Automotive Black Box Debate cuts through thirty years of political wrangling and institutional biases to provide an argument for the Motor Vehicle Event Data Recorder (MVEDR). This automotive equivalent...
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Market Timing For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2008
Want to improve your market timing so you can send your investment returns soaring? Market Timing For Dummies takes the guesswork out of developing a trading strategy and provides all of the tools you need to forecast, prepare for, and take advantage of market trends and changes.
    This authoritative guide is packed with expert...
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Profit From Your Forecasting Software: A Best Practice Guide for Sales Forecasters (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	Go beyond technique to master the difficult judgement calls of forecasting


	A variety of software can be used effectively to achieve accurate forecasting, but no software can replace the essential human component. You may be new to forecasting, or you may have mastered the statistical theory behind the software’s...
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